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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
The radiological consequences of radioactive releases highlight the fact that the
consequences of industrial pollution on man and the environment depend not only on the
extent and nature of this pollution but also on the territory that is polluted.

SENSIB project

(Mercat –Rommens et al, 2005)

Radioecological sensitivity represents the intensity of a region’s global reaction to an accidental or chronic radioactive pollution

Identify the characteristics of French territories which strongly influence the
fate of a radioactive contaminant released into the environment
This knowledge of the characteristics of French territories can then be used, in
anticipation of accidental situations:
 to issue recommendations on the management of contaminated territories
 to structure decision-making

Develop a standardised tool with a single scale of indexes in order to decribe
and compare the radioecological sensitivity of various territories to a pollution
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
Identify which factors or combinations of factors are on a prime influence on the
radioactive contamination of agricultural productions
Which factors are most important in determining
the radioactive contamination levels of plant
How ?

With a radioecological model

Z=f(X1, X2, …,Xp)
Dry Deposit

Input  Agronomic and radioecological variables
Output  Radioactive contamination of the plant studied
Coded into classes according to applicable radioecological
protection limits
1 if Z b k
Y=g(Z)= 2 if Z > k 0

Infiltration,
migration

I, Cs, Sr…

Interception
ratio in dry
weather

Translocation

Rainy Deposit

Interception ratio
in rainy weather
washout, recycling

0

• Non-linear model
• Some radioecological and agronomic input are correlated
Root Transfer

(Madoz-Escande, 2003)

An original global sensitivity analysis is performed by using classification
tree technique (Mishra et al, 2003)
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
Why do we use classification tree technique (CART) ?
 The model output is discrete
The CART method enables the construction of classification or regression tree
depending on whether the output is a continuous or a discrete variable

 Some input variables are correlated
CART is a nonparametric method : it does not require any assumption regarding
the structure of the input data

 In order to obtain more knowledge and precision of how the model works
Contrary to the other method of global sensitivity analysis (Saltelli et al, 2000),
the classification tree techniques allow to determine what input or interactions
between the inputs drive the model output into particular classes

The pathways linking the input variables and the output of the model can be
more precisely described and used to propose recommendations to mitigate
the consequences of environmental radioactive contamination
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
Contamination of an agricultural production (lettuce) by the release of
strontium-90 into the atmosphere
In order to estimate the radioactive contamination of the plant studied, we have chosen to use
the following equation adapted from the ASTRAL radioecological model (Mourlon et al, 2002):

Cveg

DRc e −( λb + 6,8 E − 05) ∆
=
Yld

Cveg (Bq.kg-1) is the specific activity (at harvest time)
resulting from foliar transfer
D (Bq.m-2) is the deposit of radioactivity
Rc is the interception factor on the day of the accident
(d-1)

λb
is the biomechanical decay constant of the
radionuclide for the plant

λb

Accident

Delay between deposit and
harvest (Tc-t)

t
Deposit
Interception factor

∆(d) is the delay between deposit and harvesting
Yld (kg.m-2) is the crop yield at harvest time
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Harvest
Yield

Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
Accident

Sampling method for the sensitivity analysis
 Define distribution for the input Xi ~ Fi (i=1,…,p)
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 Constraints on some input variables
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(Briand et al., 2007)

 Generation of a sample of size N by random sampling
 Evaluation of the model  N output values [Cveg,1,…, Cveg,N]
These realizations are categorized according to
indicative concentration limits for marketed foodstuffs
(according to the Codex Alimentarius Commission (1989))
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class 1: Cveg ≤ 100 Bq.kg-1
class 2: Cveg > 100 Bq.kg-1
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
(Breiman et al, 1984)

Classification And Regression Trees

 Nonparametric statistical methodology

 Alternative to linear and additive models / additive logistic models for regression
problems / for classification problems

 The results are presented in the form of a binary tree

Notations
Y response variable / model output
Xi,i=1,...,p explanatory variables / model inputs
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
Heart attack patient

Example of classification tree in the
field of medical decision-making
Minimum systolic blood
pressure over the initial
24 h period

≤ 91

High risk
6

San Diego Medical Center
University of California

 37 died not more than 30
days following heart attack
 178 « survivors »

19 variables are measured during the first 24h
blood pressure, age,…
(Indicators of the patient’s condition)

> 91

215 patients

215 patients

Construction of a
classification tree

Is age > 62.5 ?
14

no

yes

High risk
102

Explain and identify the high risk patients
(those who will not survive at least 30 days)
on the basis of the initial 24 hour data

Is sinus tachycardia
present ?
2

no

High risk

(Breiman et al, 1984)
56
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
1 Building the maximal tree
t

How to split a node ?
 It is based on a impurity function i(t) which measures the
degree of mixture in a node

Xk b d

E
Xk > d

i(t)

m

i (t ) = − ∑ P ( k / t ) log( P (k / t ))
k =1

where P(k|t) is the proportion of observations
corresponding to class j of Y at node t

t1

E[Xk b d]

1.0

i(t1)

t2

E[Xk > d]

i(t2)

0.8

Each splitting d at node t leads to a decrease in
impurity expressed as follows:

0.4

i(t)
i(t)

0.6

∆i(d , t ) = i (t ) − p1i (t1 ) − p2 i(t 2 )

0.2

where p1 and p2 are the proportions of the node t
population that go to child nodes t1 and t2,respectively

0.0

The selection of the best division d* (of a node t) corresponds to
that maximizing the decrease in impurity:
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

P(k/t) : proportion of observations
corresponding to class j of Y
mélange des classes
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∆i ( d *, t ) = Max{∆i ( d , t ); d ∈ D}
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
1 Building the maximal tree

 The sample is successively split so as to build a highly detailed tree
 The splitting process is stop when:
 The node is pure (containing only one category of the output values)
 The number of output values in the node is less than a fixed size
This node is then declared terminal node or leaf

 The maximal tree is very large
Pruning process
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
2 Tree-pruning

 A sequence S of subtree is constructed between Amax and its root, S={A0,...,Amax}
Removing the large branches that provide the least information

Pruning criterion:
Ai

t

k (t ) =

R(t ) − R ( Ait )
Tit − 1

R(t) misclassification rate at the node t
t
R( Ait ) misclassification rate at the tree Ai
Ait the number of terminal nodes of Ait

 The value of this parameter is calculated for each node of the tree Ai
 The node t for which k(t) is a minimum is selected
 A new tree is build by pruning away the branch Ait
Subtree Ati
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
3 Selection of the final tree
From the obtained sequence of subtrees, the optimal tree has to be selected
 Evaluation on the predictive error

 Cross-validation
The sample used to build the tree is also used to choose the optimal tree

 Pruning-sample
 A new sample (which has not been used to build the tree) is used
 Evaluation on the misclassification rate of each subtree in the sequence
 The tree with the lowest misclassification rate is selected
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
 Application: Radioactive contamination of

9O

Sr to lettuce

Rc < 0.103

Rc < 0.102723

Cveg

|

Delay
< 29.5
Delai < 29.5

DRc e −( λb + 6,8 E − 05) ∆
=
Yld

class 1: Cveg ≤ 100 Bq.kg-1

1

1

class 2: Cveg > 100 Bq.kg-1
Deposit
< 4476.23
Dep < 4476.23

Deposit
< 16258.9
Dep < 16258.9

Rc
< 0.334
Rc < 0.334064

Delay
< 20.5
Delai < 20.5
22
Deposit
< 950.178
Dep < 950.178

11
Delay
< 37.5
Delai < 37.5

11

1
1

22

22

22

11

Misclassification percentage : 5,46%

Identify the input variables responsible to the different classes of the model output
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
 Application: Radioactive contamination of

9O

Sr to lettuce
Rc
< 0.103
Rc < 0.102723
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
Stability of results ?
 The random sampling method was replicated several times
The results are unstable from sample to sample:
 Complexity of the trees (number of terminal nodes)
 Change in splitting variables and values
Decision trees are known for they instability (Breiman, 1996), (Ghattas, 2000)

 In order to obtain more stable classification rules, we propose to use a node-level stabilizing
procedure (Dannegger, 2000)
For every node t of size Lt, B samples Lt(b) (b = 1, . . . ,B) are generated
For every sample, the best split is searched on every input variables
A voting procedure is performed to determine which variable is going to be used to split the node
For the chosen variable, the cutpoint is determined by taking the median of the replicate cutpoints
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Context > Objective > Illustrative example > The CART method
The node-level stabilization procedure
 Application: Radioactive contamination of

9O

Sr to lettuce

Rc < 0.14

Rc <> 0,14

Misclassification percentage : 5,44%
Delay < 27.5

1
1

Délai <> 27,5

Deposit < 21002.28

Deposit < 6372.88
Dépôt <> 6372,88

Deposit
< 1623.81
Dépôt <> 1623,81

1

Dépôt <> 21002,28

Deposit < 8218.54
Dépôt <> 8218,54

2
2

2

22

Rc < 0.36

1

Rc <> 0,36

1

11

22

 This tree is more stable than the precedent and support a more robust identification of
the most sensitive variables
 It is more expensive in computing times
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Conclusion
 Application of CART
 Determine main factors responsible for two radioactive contamination levels of the
lettuce (indicative concentration limits for marketed foodstuffs)
Propose recommendation to mitigate the consequences of an
environmental radioactive contamination
Classification tree
techniques

Focus on the combinations of model input values that drive the model output
into particular categories (Eg.: extreme outcomes (Mishra et al., 2003),…)

 CART has several advantages:
 CART is nonparametric
 CART results are invariant to monotone transformation of the input
 CART allow more general interactions between the input variables
 More adept at capturing nonadditive behavior

 Main disadvantage:
 Unstable decision tree
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Thank you for your attention !
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